
The frequency of natural disasters has increased
10x since the 1960s.

However, EOC technology is struggling to keep up.
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The Plan

Further our connections
with GDOT and the
Lousiana Office of
Homeland Security to
begin solution
integration

Slow information sharing → Slow response → More lives lost

The Solution

What is EDXL?
EDXL, or Emergency Data Exchange 
Languages, is a proposal by 
government researchers to 
standardize the way that 
information is stored in 
emergency management 
software. 

CrisisVisionWhat is an Emergency Operating
Center (EOC)?
EOCs organize the response to natural disasters
by analyzing data from the field using data 
management software.

How might we improve information sharing among
Emergency Operating Centers to enhance their

situational awareness during disaster response?
What is Data Management Software? 
In the context of EOCs, data management software
refers to the programs used by EOC staff to take in
and process data.

Different EOCs use different software that are
incompatible, causing slow data sharing.

What kind of EOC software is used now? 
WebEOC, Veoci, and D4H are the largest industry
leaders, but many other custom and commerical
softwares exist.

file formats used by EOC software to a
standard EDXL format through "bridging
protocols"

CrisisVision Standardizes
the normally manual process of entering
data or converting it to another file format.

What data do EOCs use?
EOCs intake the status of responders and
infrastructure, as well as weather and demographic
data. They use this to coordinate resources and
better understand the developing situation.

The Problem

Large-scale disasters bring a large amount of
data to be processed.

   CrisisVision Automates

There is no current software that standardizes EOC data and automates the process of
communication; the only existing solution is manual conversion.

CrisisVision is a desktop application that integrates with existing EOC software
to convert between incompatible data formats.

50%

50% of
experiment
participants
indicated that a
conversion mechanism
improved data sharing
significantly.

Solution financed
via a subscription
model to maintain
server upkeep and
enable future
development
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Sticky Note
1. Most posters have a beginning at the centre. It somehow seems that the text in the red part is confusing the flow of the information. Either make that section concise or a little smaller.2. The problem section needs to be demarcated more clearly. It almost seems like the rising catastrophes is the problem. the problem could be represented by a flowchart just like the solution (this is just one option)3. Posters should have a balance of text and figures, I recommend using bullet points rather than whole sentences, especially for the red section. Consequently, I would recommend one or 2 more figures about the existing data4. add demarcating lines and I suggest removing the box format for the background for  " the problem" and " the solution5. Overall, the poster seems crowded with a lot of text and I honestly don't think we need an FAQ section in the poster. If required we can talk this out Tuesday evening so that you can print wednesday.




